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PHOTO STORY
TradeMark East
Africa senior
director trade
Richard Kamajugo
exchange an MOU
with Agriculture
and Food
Authority interim
director general
Alfred Busolo
on November
10. TMEA has
given a $ 1.3
Million (Sh 132.3
million) grant to
KEPHIS and AFA
for automation of
their systems.

EXPERT COMMENT
ALY KHAN SATCHU

Here comes
President Trump
Donald Trump won the US election all ends up and for the
first time since 1928 won the Presidential vote, the Senate,
the House and will decide the Supreme Court’s composition.
It is a breath-taking win especially when you consider that
Trump was an insurgent candidate and his Make America
Great Again movement similarly an insurgent movement.
Trump confounded the pollsters and the traditional media echo
chamber and was ranked a rank outsider at 4-1 in a two horse
race just a few short hours before the final result was known.
The result in the US mimicked the Brexit result and what is
clear to me is that we are watching a populist wave or zeitgeist
(some have characterised it as a ‘’whitelash’’) which has now
swept the United Kingdom and the US and has Italy (where
Matteo Renzi has called for a Referendum), France (where
Marine Le Pen is the most popular politician by a street) and the
Netherlands all in its crosshairs.
Comic-turned-politician Beppe Grillo, co-founder of Five
Star, said
“This is the deflagration of an epoch. It’s the apocalypse of
this information system, of the TVs, of the big newspapers, of
the intellectuals, of the journalists.”
And this is another important point, traditional media has
lost its position of control. It’s been upended by the internet
which allowed insurgent politics to broadcast over the top.
Returning to President-elect Trump who deployed linguistic
warfare with devastating effect. The names he gave his
opponents — Crooked Hillary, Lyin’ Ted, Little Marco, ‘Lowenergy’ Jeb — were devastating.
The open question now is how many of his campaign
promises will he fulfill and which ones because on a continuum
they are some serious outlier promises. The US Stock
market slumped by its biggest single percentage drop in the
pre-market on Wednesday before taking back the entire
precipitous fall and closing at a fresh all time high by the end
of the day. The catalyst for that spectacular recovery was
Trump’s victory speech which many took to signal a pivot.
The speech was conciliatory and the flavour was captured in
comments Trump made when he met with President Obama
US President-elect Donald Trump has said it was a “great
honour” to meet President Barack Obama for transition talks at
the White House.
Mr Obama said he was “encouraged” by their “excellent”
and “wide-ranging” conversation, lasting over an hour.
Ian Bremmer of Eurasia Group opined that the Trump victory
was “the most profound domestic political transition of my
lifetime.”
“There are three aspects of American leadership that will
be affected by the Trump administration and the growing
geopolitical recession: the United States’ role as world
policeman, architect of global trade, and cheerleader of global
values.”
I am a Seller of Ian Bremmer’s rather hyperbolic critique.
Putting a Stop-Loss into play with the Syrian rebels (who are a
bunch of ne’er-do-wells and paid mercenaries), reaching out
to Vladimir Putin indicate a trend-change in the way the US
engages with the rest of the World strikes me as an entirely
sensible mid course correction. As Trump has indicated China is
the main adversary and its difficult to understand why the US
was seeking to send Vladimir into Xi Jinping’s ready embrace.
To triangulate China, the US needs Russia on its side and not on
China’s. Therefore, I see Trump playing a Ronald Reagan Game.
From an economic and trade perspective, I expect
Trump to be much more aggressive with China. I think the
QE [Quantitative Easing] consensus is now a busted Flush.
Remember a vast swathe of the pro-Brexit and pro-Trump
camps were the older white folks who have seen their savings
evaporate in the world of negative interest rates. This is the
point. They want a return on their savings and Theresa May
and Trump get that. The bond markets get it as well. The US
30- year yield surged 32 basis points higher last week which is
the biggest weekly rise in seven years. There is more to come
as the cost of money is normalised.
Aly-khan is a financial analyst
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Travel firms tipped to tap into
growing Muslims market
RICHARD MUNGAI/ Travel firms need to improve their digital
strategies to benefit from the growing Muslim business
traveler market, a new study indicates. The Muslim business
traveler market is projected to be worth $22 billion (2.23
trillion) by 2020,with majority of bookings being done online,
acccording to the Mastercard-Crescent Rating Muslim
Business Traveler Insights.The first-ever report on travel trends
in the Muslim business travel segment is based on an online
survey and interviews , conducted with 250 frequent Muslim
business travelers across the globe.
“The Muslim business travel market is expected to continue
to expand over the next couple of years, alongside the growth
of emerging economies across Asia and Africa,” said Fazal
Bahardeen, chief executive of CrescentRating & HalalTrip.
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Choppies to enter
Nairobi in December

A branch of
Ukwala Supermarket in Nairobi
/FILE

Group CEO said the move is part of the retailer’s plan to have at
least 30 stores countrywide in the next two years
WEITERE MWITA
@MwitaMartin

Botswana’s Choppies Supermarkets
will take over three Ukwala supermarket stores in Nairobi in the next 39
days, the retailer has said, as it seeks to
cement its presence in the country.
Group CEO Ramachandran Ottapathu said the move is part of the retailer’s plan to have at least 30 stores
countrywide in the next two years,
mainly in large populous cities of Nairobi and Mombasa.
“We will take over Nairobi shops
and reinvest them. We are also looking
for space in Mombasa,” Ottapathu told
the Star in a telephone interview.
He said the retailer will also start
operating in Eldoret next year after
successfully taking over nine Ukwala
stores in Kisumu, Bungoma, Nakuru
and Kisii.
Choppies announced its takeover of
Ukwala outlets on May 30, after a yearlong quest.

Its first announcement to enter
Kenya in May last year was delayed
by a Kenya Revenue Authority claim,
which was demanding Sh946 million
in taxes and interest from Ukwala.
The taxman went to court to seek an
injunction on the acquisition, delaying
the deal.
KRA and Ukwala however agreed to
settle the dispute out of court.
In a Gazette notice dated October
30, 2015, the two stores said they had
struck a deal to fully transfer operations at outlets in Nairobi, Kisumu and
Bungoma subject to “certain conditions precedent”.
They also agreed that Choppies
would not be responsible for debts and
other liabilities incurred by Ukwala at
the seven branches it had bought, including three in Nairobi.
The Nairobi branches Choppies is
expected to take over next month include Tom Mboya Street, Mfangano
and Haile Selassie.
Among branches it has already acquired are Kenshop, Foamat, Swan
and Dubai in Kisumu, and the Bungo-

ma branch.
“We are keen to have outlets across
the country. This includes coming up
with new stores,” Ottapathu said.
Choppies enterprises Kenya, the Botswana retailer’s subsidiary continues
trading as Ukwala.
Choppies also operates in South
Africa with 20 stores. It has stores in
Zimbabwe, Zambia and Namibia.
The retailers sealed a deal to acquire
Ukwala’s business for $10 million
(Sh1.02 billion), a deal announced on
May 29, 2015.
Ukwala had initially reached a deal
with Tuskys, Kenya’s second largest
retailer by market share, to sell its six
outlets in Nairobi, in Octoberc2013.
The Competition Authority of Kenya however declined to approve the
deal for fair competition reasons, only
sanctioning the acquisition of the Jogoo Road branch on September 19,
2014.
The entry of Choppies into the capital comes amid increased competition
from multi-nationals and local owned
retail stores setting up shop in Nairobi.
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